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Touch........

Manager’ message ..........
‘’ What a man think the so is he, ‘’ says the Holy Bible.
All our behaviour patterns and success in life result from the
thoughts that precede it. The thoughts that pass through our
minds are responsible for everything that happens in our life
and other’s lives as well. When we have fresh, new, creative,
invigorating and optimistic thoughts in our minds,
they create an aura of positive vibrations around us which not
only benefits us but also others who come in contact with us.
Then, even the goals considered to be unattainable, will be
within our reach. Our positive thoughts bring forth change in
our life and become the stepping stone to success. On the
other hand, negative thoughts weaken the mind, making it
restless, agitated and impure. The result is always negative
and  a  stumbling  block  to  success.  Such  is  the  power  of
thoughts. Our thoughts always influence our behaviour and
attitude and control our actions and reactions.
Let our thoughts be Divine, Great and Positive.I am
very glad to hear that the young, talented “LIITTLE
kITES”  of  our  institution  prepared  a  digital
magazine titled “LITTLE  QUEST”

Wishing all the very best..

        
 Fr. JOHN MUNDAKKATT



MESSAGE.....
''Success comes to those who work hard and stays
with those, who don't rest on the laurels of the post''
I am very proud to announce that the first attempt to
bring out a Digital Magazine 

''  LITTLE QUEST ''
is

really touching experience .I hope this magazine has
provided  an  effective  platform  to  express  the
viewpoints  and  to  prove  the  literary  and  artistic
capabilities of  the students with a digital  touch .  I
really congratulate the Editorial Board, Masters and
Students of Little Kites and all for their co-operation
and contribution to the magical journey to bring out
the magazine
............Wishing you all the very best..

LIZAMMA JOSEPH
HEADMISTRESS
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WORLD
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PROTECT  OURPROTECT  OUR
ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

Plant Trees 
Prevent soil erosion

 &
pollution

      click video

file:///home/jaya/Desktop/Untitled%201.odt#home//desktop///Planting%20trees%20to%20preserve%20the%20environment.mp4


MOTHERMOTHER 
   
Mother gives us 
                          Birth.
We say the word mother
Mother is our seen god.
Mother gives us care.
Mother  helps us to study.

I love my mother
Mother gives us birth
Mother gives care
Mother helps us to study

ANUPAMA AJAN
IX B



           
         SHINING SUN
The yellow angel of the sky.
Heat of the people.
The sun...........

The nature became happy.
When the sun rise came.
Because of the sun,
The rain is coming

The sun flower  will glow
The sun is the shining star in the 
                                         Morning.
Sun is shining in the sky.

DHIYA VINOY
IX C   
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Across, the streets along the roads . Minds of the 
Field in the hot sun. Hurts with thorns. Falls on the 
rocks. Part of innocent childhood. 
 Rolling down glittering tears

Drenched in the sweat. Seen a child , brown appearance
,now still playing. No no hard work.
Half lift in the swing of life. Immature  of the childhood

 Hurt in the hurtdles of life peace fully , happily
The lost child hood never comes back. 
he lost humanity never regrets changes, 
changes let begin from you.

AVANTHIKA SANTHOSH
IX C

LOST CHILDHOODLOST CHILDHOOD



  WHAT DO YOU  KNOW 
ABOUT

 A 

TEACHER?
“ A TEACHER IS  LIKE A      CANDLE TOWARDS 

        EVERYONE ''


